As the
academic year
draws to a
close, we feel
elated to
release the final
edition of our
newsletter
‘Edify Voices’.
With the last
quarter's
exhilarating
flashback, we
intend to keep
you abreast of
the major
happenings and
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Lead Story Headline
developments.
Let’s walk you
down the lane
with ‘Edify
Voices 3' to
have glimpses
of major
happenings in
the school
during the last
three months.
We hope you
find the
newsletter
both
informative
and

educational.

When the school was given the privilege to make available its
guest edition by Times NIE (News in Education) on 4th
February 2019$ A proud moment indeed!

The guest
edition is
reserved for the
schools to
publish their
own school

related and
student
designed
articles.The
school’s
editorial team’s

(Principal,
teachers and
students) visit
to the Times
office for the
finishing
touches two
days before the
release was the
most enriching

Annual sports meet 2018-19

The school organized its
4th Annual Sports Meet
for the students from
grade 1-5 on 19th
January 2019. The
participants along with
their parents, teachers
and seniors celebrated
the sports carnival with
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energy,
enthusiasm, colour and
style.

Parents Engagement Programs
Parents make a
difference and are the
most important partner
in a child’s
education.We at Edify
understand the
importance of parental
engagement in
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developing a positive
attitude towards
learning and education
in the early years of
schooling
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Little Master Chef
An activity to have the
young children and
their parents enjoy
together as they indulge
themselves in some
fireless cooking and
creating healthy dishes.
The activity provided
the little ones with a
wonderful
opportunity for
learning beyond the
regular classroom
setting with their family
by their side

Brown day
A celebration of varied
hues of colour brown!
Dressed up in various
shades of brown, the tiny
tots along with their
parents enjoyed a
plethora of fulfilled
activities and had a great
time together!

Pink day
When the young ones
bloomed and
blossomed along with
their parents in
different shades of the
colour of the month
‘PINK’. The day was

made memorable
through specially
designed activities to
have children and
parents rejoice
together .
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Interaction of the Month……..
A hands on activity to make our little
ones
acquainted with the roles and
responsibilities of the people in school
other than teachers.
The tiny tots were made to interact with the
school’s Vice Principal, Biology lab In Charge
and gardener as a part of interaction of the
month.

Farewell to thee............timeless, priceless, treasured moments
Our ninth graders
hosted a sensational
farewell - a brilliant
welcome speech, a
carefully chosen
melodious song, and a
captivating
contemporary dance
complemented with
some luscious food and
drink.
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Culinary Fest............delve into desi cuisines
Excitement, inspiration and delight were the
atmosphere in the Assembly Foyer Edify
Campus on the occasion of the CBSE
mandated activity – Culinary Fest. The
young chefs dressed in the traditional attire
of the state displayed their skills in
communication giving a presentation of their
state on language, dress and the delicious,
yummy dishes.

Reminiscing Gandhiji…………. Visit to Gandhi
A visit to Gandhi
Bhavan gave an insight
into Ghandhiji’s life, his
philosophy and his
messages to our 6th and
7th graders. The
students came back
with lot of excitement
and learning. All the
students felt the
importance of
imbibing the
Gandhian principles for
the advancement of
themselves and the
nation as a whole.
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Inter-House Competitions
Inter-house
competitions,
interschool
competitions, athletic
meet, hobbies, clubs,
sports education
programme, herbal
gardening infinitely
fascinate and thrill our
students. Our students
gained a hearty and
soulful experience by
participating in all

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

these activities. Our
school came back
victorious in the first JP
Nagar Athletic Meet
held in Capitol School
Grounds.

Revanth Bhargav C, Gr 9 First in Shot-put
Mrunalini M, Gr 9 Second in Shot-put
Suhit Hegde Gr 9 Third in 1oo m Sprint and Shot-put
Yashika Gr 8 Third in 100 m sprint and Shot-put
Varsha Bhat Gr 7 A Third in 100m Sprint
Sri Pragna Gr 6 B Third in 400 m Sprint

Thanushree of Grade 8, Vishnu Vardhan Reddy of Grade 6A, Praful Srinivasan of Grade 7A, Shiva Shyam Vishwam of Grade 4B, Arunika Varshiney of
Grade 5, emerged as winners in the TOI NIE Know Your Aptitude
Test.
Ipsita Iyer of grade 9 was declared ‘The Quiz Winner” in the prep-my-skill
program while Shlok Srivastav of Grade 4B, Brunda Bharath of Grade 4C and
Vignesh Nunna of Grade 7B were awarded prizes for completing all the 10
modules first. Prateeksha of Grade 3B bagged the prize for overall
presentation.
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Workshop........learning....... striving towards perfection
Secondary facilitators
Ms. Rathna V and
Ms.
Pushpalatha Sridhar and
Vice Principal Daisy
Bastian attended a CBSE
Workshop on Quality
Evaluation. This workshop
greatly facilitated teachers
who get appointed as
evaluators to ensure error
free, equitable and
excellence in board
evaluation.
The school hosted a two
days’ workshop for teachers

on Capacity Building
on ‘Inclusion and Inclusive
Strategies’ in
collaboration with CBSE
with the objective to
sensitise teachers towards
the children with special
needs.The workshop was
conducted by
Ms. Madhumati Suresh
Principal, NPS Jayanagar,
and Ms. Shweta Sharma
Coordinator, Air Force
School Hebbal . It was
attended by the school’s
Vice Principal, Academic

Administrators, teachers
along with several teachers

Days roll into weeks into months................. academic year ends
Board Exams for 10th graders started from the 7th of March ’19. They are
sure to bring glory to all with superb results. As the academic year
2018-2019 ends, we are extremely grateful to all those who have
contributed in making this year’s EDIFY VOICE a
successful one.
Hoping to get seamless cooperation for the years to come......
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BOUND TO HAPPEN
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Student write up

By: Krishnanand Prajith Menon,Grade 9

Once upon a time in a land not so far away, an extremely successful bank
manager was withdrawing from his luxurious automobile, while this was fine
for him, if an aspiring employee were to ask a well-meaning question such as
how much did it cost he would reply obnoxiously with a snarky offensive reply
such as “More than your whole, meaningless little life”. As this is your first
impression of him, you can tell that he isn’t exactly a charmer.
If you as the reader are having any difficulty fathoming how he looks physically, I shall do my best to describe him without boring you. He is not exactly
tall, one can accurately describe him as being vertically challenged but he
more than makesup for it by his “horizontal prowess” he always wore a shirt
that was several sizes too small for him and a cramped, inflexible blazer that
would look great on a male model, but not exactly remarkable on a 350 pound
behemoth of a man. In fact, a person would feel pity for the blazer as the poor
thing looks as it would split into pieces at any time. The buttons on the front of
the blazer looked as they could turn into lethal weapons and nail you in the
eyes at any time. The manager had perfectly coiffed hair that was also quite
obviously a terribly crafted toupee. He also had a toothbrush mustache that
looked (and probably was) glued on, it looked as if it could insult Charlie
Chaplin. At least he was always pushing the limit… on the elastic of his pants.
To put the cherry on top of an obese sundae he had a boorish, undiplomatic
and antisocial attitude.
All these characteristics mixed together to create one big bovine butterball,
made it a wonder that he had made it this far into the banking industry. It was
also a miracle that he had not been diagnosed by one, if not many obesity
based disease making him bedridden. These characteristics also didn’t make
him Joe-popular at his workplace, quite the opposite actually, the employees
spent more time making clever, unflattering nicknames, many of which are not
exactly appropriate for a story meant to instill good morals in children. Some
mentionable nicknames include “The Hefty Honcho”, “The Meanager” and the
“Obese Official”. Some would wonder what these employees could achieve if
they applied the time taken in this hobby and put it towards something positive
like their job.
That very morning a large behemoth of a dog pounced on the manager, probably mistaking him for a large version of a ball that it used to play with. The
dog circled him slowly multiple times resembling a triumphant lion circling a
very fat prey. The Bank manager though large and bulky was cynophobic
(afraid of dogs), not a great combination.He stood in one place so still that one
could mistake him for a very badly deformed sculpture The dog eventually got
bored by this pitiful excuse for a human.
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BOUND TO HAPPEN
By: Krishnanand Prajith Menon,Grade 9

The owner of the dog must have been a disgraced ex-employee of the bank
manager because the dog bit him right in his meaty calf and swiftly sprinted
away. Leaving the manager howling in pain and shivering in his “priceless”
shoes.
When the plump moron stopped shivering in his shoes and finally entered his
workplace (drawing many groans from his employees) he had made up his
mind to make the rest of the day as miserable as possible for all of his poor
juniors. As soon as he entered into the office he couldn’t stand to see his personal secretary working with a smile on her face. He immediately berated her
about how she wasn’t taking her job seriously and how she was dozing off. He
also explained how hard he worked to get to his current post and how he
couldn’t stand lousy employees thinking that a serious day’s work was the
same as an evening party. The poor secretary couldn’t stand the idea of her
boss scolding her for no apparent reason and so she decided to pass on the favor to her juniors. This chain reaction continued from boss to employee, level
to level. It continued until everyone in the building had gotten told off.
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Student write up

Unfortunately the lowermost employees didn’t have anyone to admonish other
than the custodian or peon. The custodian thus went home with a sore feeling.
Even he wished he could rebuke someone. On the way home he realized that
he DID have someone he could castigate, his wife. As soon as he entered, his
wife unknowingly asked him why he was late, for the peon this was the last
straw. He went ballistic criticizing her about everything about her from cleanliness to his unprepared coffee. When the floodgates finally closed the wife was
nearly in tears. Now she desperately wanted to go nuclear on someone. Thus
she turned to the only person possible. Her son.
The poor kid had heard his dad blow the roof off the house with his shouting.
He was reading a book when his mother started to censure him for things he
was sure even the most hardcore criminals weren’t guilty of. Once she abused
him verbally, she slapped him twice for good measure. The boy ran out of the
house, tears streaming down his face, he sulked around until he saw a dog that
just would not stop barking. The boy got so angry that he chucked a huge rock
on the dog. This just coincidentally was the dog that bit the bank manager in
the morning.
What’s the moral? May be it’s don’t be fat, or maybe it’s even steer clear of
stray dogs that look dangerous. But according to me, the moral is karma. The
ancient law that states“what goes around comes around”. Thus one must always treat people how you would want to be treated, or else, like in this case
biting someone regardless of that persons qualities can and will backfire on
you in the end.
Speaking of the end…….
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Student write up

My First Day In Edify

The first day at Edify I was very scary, nervous and I was weaving my own
weird stories in my mind. Outwardly looking calm and composed, I camouflaged my apprehensions, I walked into my class. The moment my eyes gazed
into another warm and friendly pair of eyes, all that I had imagined faded and
brought strength and confidence in me. I had
something very different in
store for me. When I met my classmates they were all very friendly and co- operative. They also readily offered help and guidance. Everyone seemed very
nice with me who automatically made me feel very good and comfortable and
no longer scared. All my teachers were also very co-operative and friendly, they
were also very
encouraging and student friendly which drew away all the
fear that a new comer usually has. Earlier I was very silent not outspoken but I
feel I am much better and have improved tremendously. I have also had many
opportunities to showcase my talents and experiment with my
capabilities. Even my parents are quite happy with me improvements and school. I am
totally enjoying and am very satisfied in Edify. Tons of thanks to all my teachers and Edify!!!!
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By: Medha Baniyavar , Grade 8
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MY DREAM

Student write up

By: Samarth Raj , Grade 9

I dream a world where no man
Shall disrespect the other,
Where love will bless our earth
And peace comes on every path

We know the freedom’s value
Where greed no longer exists
Nor jealousy which kills our day.

A world I dream where black or white,
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I dream a world where

Whatever race you be,
Will share the boundaries of our earth
And every man is free and
Tends the needs of mankind
I dream a free life
Thus, I dream of my world
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Student write up

Forgiving –The Ultimate Divinity
By: Y S K Sivani , Grade 10

True, she had committed many sins when she was young. If only she had another chance to live, she could amend those mistakes. She recalled a quote
‘Before one dies, the entire life flashes upon the inward eye, and it is then that
they realize the true meaning and importance of life’.
A similar realization dawned on Sneha. She felt helpless and hopeless, she didn’t want to die!! She was very ambitious and had forced it upon her daughter to
become a doctor and also on her husband to leave his family.
Sneha felt deep pangs of guilt, as she felt the desperate cries of her daughter and
husband calling for the ambulance. Why did they despair? She had neither been
considerate and good towards them nor had she forgiven her parents for trying
to snatch away her happiness. Why then were they worried?
Sneha desperately wanted to get up, embrace her child and allow Leela to bask
in her freedom. At that moment, she wanted to forgive her parents for trying to
take her daughter Leela from her and also wanted to go back to her husband’s
family.
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Enjoying a cup of tea while sitting on her balcony on a Sunday morning, suddenly Sneha
felt a deep pain in her chest. She thought that this was the last moment of her
life. She wanted to bid final good bye to daughter, her husband and everybody,
but couldn’t do so. Before passing out she managed to smash the tea cup down
as hard as she could so that she could attract the attention of her daughter or
husband.

Life is so weird, teaching you so many lessons at the nth moment. She recollected her lonely and depressing childhood days. She became joyful after she
had met her fiancé and got married. When Leela, their daughter arrived, her interfering parents had snatched the child from Sneha. After this her perception of
everyone around her took a different turn.
Her in-laws loved her, consoled her, yet she turned a deaf ear towards them.
Her only goal was to force her childhood dream of becoming a doctor on her
daughter Leela. Would Leela ever forgive her? Was the only question running
in her mind?
Suddenly Sneha could feel shocks travelling through her body; perhaps CPR
was being administered on her. In a few seconds she regained consciousness
and could breathe. She was going to be alive! She could relive her life by making amendments.
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Student write up

Forgiving –The Ultimate Divinity
By: Y S K Sivani , Grade 10

Sneha’s parents were also there with her. Her anger melted when she looked at
their faces wet with tears. They begged for her forgiveness. She just nodded and
spoke in a soft tone, “I have gained enough strength to forgive and forget. Let’s
all live together happily, caring and helping each other.”
Now she understood that forgiving was always divine and that it gave joy and
freedom. It filled her with an inexpressible joy.
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On opening her eyes she saw her daughter and her husband, the two people she
loved the most in the world. Their faces were wet with tears. Sneha sheepishly
looked and apologized to her daughter and her husband. She smiled at her
daughter and told, “I am sorry for what I have forced upon you, sweetheart.
Blinded by ambition I treated you just the way my parents treated me. You are
free to pursue your dreams. I will not force you to become a doctor any more.
Please forgive this poor mother of yours.” Leela nodded her head in silent forgiveness and hugged her mother. Sneha also apologized to her husband silently
and he in turn kissed her.
Sneha felt grateful when her eyes locked with her loving and caring in-laws.
They had been her pillar of support and great strength during her trying times.
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Student write up

The Next Chapter
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By: Yashaswini C N , Grade 10
Enjoying a cup of tea while sitting on her balcony on a Sunday morning, suddenly Sneha felt a deep pain in her chest. She thought that this would be the
last moment of her life. She wanted to call her daughter, her husband and everybody to bid goodbye, but couldn’t do so because of the building pain in her
chest. The pain seemed to intensify every second as though a fire was burning
through her heart.
Her eyes welled up with tears; the cup of tea in her hand slipped and fell. The
sound of metal hitting the floor resonated in her ears. She tried to speak or
make a sound but her throat was parched. The pain was making her giddy. Her
breathing quickened and she began to a sweat.Her life seemed to swim in front
of her eyes due to increasing pain. She could see a beeline of fleeting memories through her inward eye - her first fall, her mother, father, her brother’s
birth, her marriage, her daughter’s birth and so on…... She prayed for another
opportunity to live life to its fullest; to see her daughter successfully married
and settled. She fervently begged God to give her a chance to write the final
happy chapters of her life.
Feeling her vision getting blurred, she fought with all mind and body to keep
her conscious... With all her strength she screamed “Shikaaa.....!” and blacked
out.When she opened her eyes bright white light flooded in. The pain in her
chest had disappeared replaced by a fussy feeling of weakness. She blinked,
struggling to see her daughter and her husband. She was trying to reconnect
where she was.Sneha came back from her reverie on hearing the beeping to her
left - a device often kept in hospitals to check the heart rate. She was alive!!
She thanked God profusely. She could see her daughter live her life! Probably
even play with her grandkids!! She laughed softly at that thought.Her chain of
thoughts was broken when Shika and Sneha’s husband entered the ward. Sneha
could see that they were relaxed for she had survived this heart attack; a major
one with less chances of survival. The next few moments were mixed emotions
of tears, laughter, hugs and excitement. The family was in cloud nine!Later her
doctor explained about Sneha’s condition to the family and the measures she
had to follow to take care of her health, her diet, her daily routine and exercise.
Sneha tried to contain the joy of getting a second chance at life and she vowed
herself that she would bounce back to normal in a month or two by following a
strict schedule in her everyday routine. Oh! She was eagerly looking forward
to go back to home and start her next chapter in life and probably name it
‘How to relive life after a heart attack!’ She was extremely pleased to not have
died.
Shika was her darling. Shika was her strength, the reason for her survival. She
thought of making Shika’s favourite sweet made out of ghee but later dropped
the idea. Shika, being a strict disciplinarian would not allow her mother to
cook sweets that wouldn’t be good for her mother!Sneha promised to be good
to herself for the mother in her wished to see her darling Shika’s life blossoming to be a successful and a happy one.
For that she was ready to fight death and rise like a phoenix from the ashes!!
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Student write up

My Mighty Rocky
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By: Sruti S , Grade 10
Enjoying a cup of tea while sitting on her balcony on a Sunday morning, Sneha
felt a sudden deep pain in her chest. She thought that it was the last moment of
her life. She wanted to call her daughter, her husband and everybody to say a
final good bye, but she couldn't do so. Her chest was paining so much that she
could not call out for any help. The only one she could contact at that time was
Rocky, my dog, whom Sneha disliked. The very presence of him gave her
chills. So she avoided visiting our home.
Sneha saw Rocky approaching her. Sneha told me later that the look in
Rocky's eyes was as though it had already realized what had happened to her.
Sneha was lying next to the house entrance weeping in pain, struggling to
breathe. My Rocky having sensed signs of danger to Sneha’s life came running
towards me with Sneha's dupatta in his mouth. He started to bark continuously
to get my attention towards him. Realising that the dupatta was Sneha’s, I gave
Rocky a cold look and took the dupatta to return it to her. I got scared as I
thought Sneha’s reaction, if she knew that rocky had held her dupatta. He held
one corner of the cloth dragging me towards Sneha's house with some amount
of seriousness which I had never seen in him before.
I thought of apologizing for Rocky’s act and returning the dupatta. But, when I
entered her house, I saw her lying on the floor with her hand held very tightly
to the body. She was in a very bad condition that she was unable to make any
sound or utter a word. Immediately I called for the ambulance and took her to
the hospital. Her family members were informed. In a week’s time Sneha regained her health.
I was overwhelmed to see Sneha’s transformation after her health got better.
She visited our home to thank us and our hero Rocky who was instrumental in
saving Sneha’s life. Another thing that made me speechless was that she overcame her fear and carried rocky giving him a tight hug. The love she had for
rocky at that moment in her eyes was self- explanatory. Though disliked by
Sneha, he went out of the way to help her, for he only knew that his duty was
to save this life. When I myself, felt so many mixed emotions, I am very certain that Sneha would have.
Even till date Sneha feeds rocky even before I do, takes him for a walk at least
once a day. I am happy for both because rocky managed to save Sneha's life
and Sneha managed to overcome the sin she had done by taking good care of
rocky. So My Mighty Rocky has become a popular super hero in our locality
for he had done a magnificent act of saving a precious life.
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Colours

Student write up

By: Chaand Thimmayya, Grade 6 A

You saw Pink, your mind twinks!
You saw Blue, you find a clue
Just like glue!

You see many colours
Just like flowers!
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You saw Green, you are very clean!
You saw Brown, you got a crown
But did you get a clown!
You saw White just like light!
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Student write up

A Value Added
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By: Benedict Jude , Grade 6 A
Raj and Ramesh were walking home from school. They were not walking –
they were almost jogging back home. They were excited about buying a kite
and had already listed out the advantages and disadvantages about buying a new
kite. They had discussed what kite they wanted to buy and had a good idea
about the kite they had thought of to buy. Finally, not able to control their excitement, they dashed into their homes and got the money for the kite. They ran
to the kite shop. It was already crowded and after waiting for a long time, they
got their kites, satisfied. Raj just could not stop admiring his kite and this annoyed Ramesh, who thought that kites were just toys. But even he was excited
about his kite. The kite was his newest addition to his kite-arsenal. Raj too had
his own arsenal but few of his kites were torn. Nevertheless, he was an experienced kite flier. Both Raj and Ramesh had agreed on a kite battle and that was
the reason for buying a new kite. They went back home to prepare for the
faceoff. After getting ready they both went to Raj’s terrace. They had to keep in
mind that the one who loses the battle has to treat the winner. The battle begun.
Both Raj and Ramesh flew their first kites. Ramesh waited for Raj to come in
range to strike. But Raj made a feint to one side and cleanly cut off Ramesh’s
kite string. Ramesh has not expected this and suffered the loss of his first kite.
The battle progressed. It was hard to say who was winning or losing. But when
Ramesh moved his kite to strike, he accidentally struck a crow that happened to
pass by. It plummeted, apparently injured. Ramesh looked stunned. He ran
down and Raj followed. Thankfully, the crow had landed on a bush which cushioned its fall. But it was still unconscious and needed help. Ramesh racked his
brains and finally remembered where the veterinarian’s office was. They rushed
the crow to him. The vet said that it was just a minor injury and could be healed
easily. They both breathed a sigh of relief. They were henceforth resolved to be
more careful. Whenever they saw a crow flying it reminded them of that incident.
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Student
Creativity
Corner

Edwin Jaysen GR 8

Dhruthi Vijay GR 8

Srushti Raju GR 8
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Harshith V GR6

Sruti S Gr 10

Shiva Shyam Viswam Gr 4

Tulasi I H Gr 9
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Varsha V M

Vignesh Nunna GR 7

Sangeetha S GR 10
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Student
Creativity
Corner

Mahati M Namdar GR 4

Madhumita S Sajjan GR 4
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Student
Creativity
Corner

Arunika Varshney GR 5

Aparajita GR 2
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Asha Nayak GR 10

Keerthi
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